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1. Characteristics of the Russian Soldigr

The fact that the USSR is not a country in the usual sense of

the term but rather a continent contributes a great deal to the under-

standing of the characteristics of the Soviet soldier. The sun

actually never sets on this immense state.

Extraordinary differences in weather, climate, and temperature

distinguish southern Russia from Siberia, for instance. The most

diverse races and ethnic groups have for several hundred years been

united in a gigantic empire, first under the yoke of Tsarism and, since

1917, under Bolshevist dictatorship. It is inevitable that great dif~

ferences should exist between the White Russians of the western areas

and the Siberians with their Mongolian characteristics, between the

Caucasian mountain tribes and the nomads of the Centr~l Asia steppes,

the Laplanders, etc ,, and other groups of the far north.

Beginning east of the Volga, endless steppes -- in/which there is

no point on which the eye can focus and where one may not meet a human

being for days -- ,give way in the north and northeast to such impen-

etrable, huge forests that here, as in the steppes, man is helpless in

the face of all-powerful nature. This determines at the same time one

of the characteristics of the Russian - capitUlation before this over-

whelming power and resignation to his fate. He accepts life and death

as God-ordained and suffers his lot without question. The result is a

certain undervaluation of life.

Most Russians were and still are an agricultural people, which
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meane that from childhood on they have lived close to nature. They

have not changed basically, even by the industrialization which the

Bolshevist regime has forced on them. Even today hardly more than

twenty per cent of the population live in cities. The Russians need

an instinctive sense of direction in order to travel from one village

to another since the distances are often enormous and roads are scarce.

During the ice, snow and cold of winter, the mud and snow-melting

periods of fall and spring - the so-called "rasputitsall (Tr: bad roads)

-- such trips are often dangerous. This familiarity with nature, with

all its advantages, characterizes also the Soviet soldier.

There is a third factor. Life in the Soviet Union is harsh and

work extremely hard. Low wages and poor crops allow only a low standard

of living. The Soviet recruit is therefore inur,ed to heavy physical

work. He hardly knows what modern comforts are and he is satisfied with

very simple food. These three factors influence considerably also all

aspects of military supply.

The Russian of the steppe and forest live~ close to his animals;

they are often all he owns. Frequently he must protect them against all

sor~s of depredations. He must be a hunter in order to preserve his life

in the immense forests and tundras. Both demands tend to sharpen his

senses and call for the outwitting of game; they endow the Soviet

soldier with distinct qualities and give him a marked superiority over

the soldiers of the more civilized Western Powers.

Industrialization has undoubtedly brought about some changes in

this situation. During the winters of World War II, Russian soldiers
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coming from cities showed great susceptibility to cold and outdoor work.

Soldiers from certain agricultural areas of White Russia displayed no

greater resistar.;.ceagainst the cold than members of Germ&..nunits. The

reason may be found in the fact that the urban soldiers were usually

undernourished, while those from the "kolkhoz" farms were soft from

having spent the winter in a state of semi-hibernation, on top of their

ovens, wrapped in sheepskin coats.

Soldiers from industrial regions and, oddly enough, those from

some Turkish tribes were decidedly poor marksmen; the pure Tartars,

however, were an exception.

On the other hand, it was industrialization that provided the Soviet

Armed Forces with the technically trained soldiers of whom there still

was a lack in World Viar1. Without them a modern milite.ry force with

its numerous mechanical weapons, trucks, tanks, and aircraft, is abso-

lutely unthinkable. The Russian's knack for improvisation, however,

proved an asset here. With the most primitive means, and almost without

tools, he succeeds in making engines run. All he needs to build a house,

for instance, is an axe -- no nails, hammer, saw, chisel, awl, etc.

Regardless of the facts mentioned above, the great majority of the

rural population has retained the characteristics innate to it for

generations•

2. Effect of these Characteristics

a. Upon the Command

The Soviet command can accordingly coun t on men who are

tough, robust, easily satisfied, and familiar with nature. The

BESTRICB
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educational level of the majority, however, is primitive and this

results in a certain indifference to the idea of death. This readi-

ness to die, or resignation to it diminishes somewhat the value of the

Russian soldier. In situations that appear hopeless, and in the absence

of superiors or commissars, the majority is inclined to surrender quickly.

This can lead to mass capitulation when the fanatical elements have

been eliminated. It has even happened that large numbers of Russian

troops ran over to surrender to German units that were withdrawing

a remarkable march performance, considering the distance!

As far as the Soviet command is concerned, these characteristics

have their advantages and their disadvantages.

(1) Advantages

In peace or war, the Soviet command does not need

to expend great efforts in considering the problems of quarters, food,

and clothing that the Western Powers do in order to keep their soldiers

at the peak of combat effiCiency.

The young Russian recruits, by virtue of their kinship with nature,

their unlimited energy, their inurement to hard labor, have the elemental

assets for the training in terrain reconnaissance, camouflage, adjust-

ment of the eye to night fighting and sharpshooting, all of which require

much time and effort in the training of the 'Western soldier. However,

the lack of initiative in the Soviet soldier offsets these advantages,

since much time must be spent in drilling him'.

Resignation to fate, in conjunction with the low esteem for human

life, permits the Soviet command to commit troops far more ruthlessly

'= RESfRlel6U '-~ f'~~.-
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in wartime, and to tra.in them far more realistically in peacetime --

with live ammunition, the use of flame throwers, end chemica.lagents

a practice that ~estern nations, using training manuals and observing

safety regulations, would never tolerate. Here are some examples:

On a chemical training field at Tomka, north of Saratov, an

infantry battalion consisting of men, horses, and messenger dogs, was

directed to march through an area infested with mustard gas in order

to test its full effect. On another occasion, during large-scale

maneuvers near Kiev, a corps was ordered to cross to the western bank

of the Dnepr which was contaminated with gas. Without any protective

clothing, the attack forces crossed the river on speed boats. They

were equipped with heavy flamethrowers that were to be tested in a

contaminated area. On still another occasion, in the course of the

great 1928 air maneuvers, 360 planes sprayed the city of Kiev with

chemical agents so powerful that they burned holes in clothing. Eye-

witnesses of other maneuvers could describe many more similar examples.

The command and even those affected consider casualties from such

practices as unavoidable in training exercises.

In an emergency the command can, without serious misgivings,

assign all available supply units to the combat forces in the knowledge

that the other troops will somehow manage to take care of their needs

and that they can get along for several days on a minimum of rations.

The command is thus able to take decisions which make extraordinary

demands on combat units. Whether these are units that have infiltrated

the enemy lines, or staffs designated to lead the partisan units or

, .....R'~l'AI9'Fftr
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parachutists on special missions, they are all able to subsist for

an extended period while separated from the organic units or supply

bases. Examples: During the battles of encirclement in 1941-42,

some of the surrounded troops surrendered only after they had lived

for several weeks on roots, tree bark, and wild berries. And, in the

pocket of Demyansk, infiltrated forces which reached the strength of

a brigade survived for a long time on a bare minimum of supplies dropped

from the air.

Throughout the eastern campaign the Germans were often unpleasantly

surprised because of the unexpected tenacity of the Russians and their

disregard of normal supply needs.

(2) Disadvantages

The disadvantages spring mainly from the people's

primitive level of culture. The lack of initiative is due to their

training from early youth. To act without orders is foreign to their

nature. (This may be the result of working in collectives.) If, as

mentioned beforehand, certain natural aptitudes tend to save time in

some phases of training, conversely, a great deal of effort has to be

expended to train the Russian soldier in handling mechanical weapons,

sighting devices, and signal equipment. Consequently, training in

tactics, combined-arms operations, and execution of various special

missions, has to be systematically repeated, indeed, must be hammered

into the heads of the soldiers until they have learned to react to any

given situation automatically. The Soviet system's emphasis on mass action

ftfSTRI6Tfi.
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influences its methods also in the mili ta.ry sphere and produces the

mass training of soldiers. This mass training easily results in mass

commitment. There is no attempt made to train the soldier to fight

independen tly •

Moreover, the tendency toward mass employment is enhanced by the

fact that the Soviet noncommissioned officers and the officer corps,

at least in their lower ~anks, do not approach the high intellectual

level of the Western armies' noncommissioned and commissioned officers

of the same rank.

In making its decisions the command must take these factors into

account. It cannot rely on large numbers of fully trained individual

fighters or on squad, platoon, and company leaders capable of exploiting

opportunities and acting independently, although fanaticism and combat

experience have to some extent changed the picture. Missions involving

close-range objectives and orders containing every last detail will

continue to be the rule. In that case the commander can rely on absolULc

and unquestioned compliance with his orders -- unless the enemy's counter-

measures alter suddenly and drastically everything that had been expected.

If so, there may well be confusion, even panic, and a quick abandonment

of previously obtained advantages.

Soviet troops are most vulnera.ble when the counterblows are

directed against their flanks. The command, aware of this weakqess,

will attempt to correct it as part of its long-range program. In World

War II, this weakness diminished as German striking power decreased.

IF~'"JP.11::D
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How far the command will succeed in this respect, without raising the

general educational level of the great agricultural masses, should be

the subject of constant observation. Western commanders should prepare

their plans So as to exploit this weakness.

b. Upon the Combat Troops

Endowed with the above-mentioned characteristics, the

majority of the young Soviet recruits come from villages or settlements

and enter barracks which are often located near the cities. Many of

the men have never before been away from their home region. Party

propaganda has imbued them with a belief in the superiority of the

Soviet system. They find much that confirms the propaganda. Up to

that time they had known only small wooden houses with a single room

in which the entire family lived and slept" often together witb the

.', domestic animals. The all-around bench was all they had ever used

for sitting. Household ut.ensfLs, dishes, spoons, etc., existed only

in the most primitive form.

In the barracks the recruits find facilities which they cansider

as ideal. The food is nourishing and plentiful. In place of their

peasant clothing they are given a uniform that flatters their vanity

the uniform of the proud Red Army_ Since most of the men are accustomed

to heavy labor and any kind of weather, they don't consider their military

duties arduous.

And what about learning the prescribed new military skills? The

RUSSian is by nature both curious and eager to learn. He will do his
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utmost to familiarize himself with every detail of his weapon or piece

of equipment so as to handle it efficiently. One needs only go to the

House of the Red Army in Moscow and observe the visitors. Models of

all weapons and pieces of equipment used by the Red Army are displayed

there in such manner that anyone can handle them or take them apart.

There are also target ranges where those belonging to the Army can test

the weapons at no cost. Many soldiers, besides civilians, can be seen

busying themselves eagerly with these models.

Discipline is very strict, but the soldiers take it for granted,

knowing that it is enforced only during duty hours. However, a single

word spoken not in line of duty on the firing range brings down the

harsh sentence of confinement. If this occurs during artillery maneuvers,

the punishment consists of tying the offender to the wheel of a gun

(witnessed l?Y the author). Such severity is not considered unjust by

the man Is comrades" and the offender himself realizes that this kind of

discipline is necessary while on duty.

During leisure hours a footing of equality prevails between t.tJ.e

"comrade officer" and the enlisted man. Superiors need not be saluted,

nor does an enlisted man have to give up his seat in places visited by

all ranks. Soldiers from the country experience no hardships when during

the long annual maneuvers primitive tents are used for shelter. Military

life may be to a certain extent more difficult for draftees from industrial

regions. Because of their background however, most of these men are needed

in the motorized, armored, or signal units and in the air force. They are~

RESfRlefE&
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therefore, not subjected to the physical exertions as are the troops

of the infantry and cavalry.

The low intelligence quotient of the average enlisted man prevents

him from sensing the indignity inherent in the fact that the simplest

functions and tactical exercises are endlessly repeated by the non-

commissioned officers whose menta.l level is not much superior to his own.

But the soldier's pride of belonging to the Red Army, which is so

highly regarded by the people, balances all these negative features.

He has been told time and again of the Army's great achievements since

the Revolution; he has seen the evidence in models of weapons, in

pictures, books; and he has heard innumerable descriptions of its

accomplishments from the commissars. Propaganda and films have ma.de

him aware that he himself may now be called to the defense of his mother-

land against attacks by the hated capitalists. Vllhensummoned by his

commander in chief, Stalin, the victorious leader of the last world

war, he will throw himself with all devotion and fanatic zeal into the

straggle, wherever this might be. He will fight unreservedly and

sacrifice his life for the great idea.

3. Commissioned and Noncommissioned Officers

a. The Top Level P1~~ers and Tacticians

Since 1917 Soviet Russia has always had a number of out-

standing military leaders who, as regards organization, strategy and

tactics, have fulfilled the requirements which th3 particular conditions

of the time have imposed upon the Armed Forces. Such men were the

'-'lr"II'TIiiR
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General of Cavalry Budenny, the Chiefs or Staff Sapozhnikov and

Tukhachevsky, Minister of War Voroshi1ov, and the army commanders

Uborevieh, B1uecher, Jakir, and Kork.

In the late twenties and early thirties the training courses of

the German assistant chier of staff in Berlin were attended py a number

of these men. They possessed solid knowledge and skill, an amazing

ambition to learn, diligence (at night they worked out all problems in

writing), sound judgment, and were talented tacticians and strategists.

Heading the list were Tukhachevsky and Uborevich.

In spite of the great purges of 1937, which claimed these two

generals, it was always possible to fill vacancies with capable men.

This was proved during World War II. Although at first men of the

older generation led the army groups and armies, from 1942 on, young,

energetie, and talented men came increasingly to the fore. Due to

their initiative, leadership, and organizational gifts, the Soviet

military machine has been systematically reorganized and the troops

were given the kind of training that made possible the successes of

the final war years.

These leaders also adopted modern techniques or command. They

applied the principle of the point of main effort in conjunction with

the factor of surprise, in order to achieve a break-through. Owing to

their efforts, the Soviets were able to score decisive victories by

co-ordinating armor ,nth strong artillery and infantry. It must be

remembered, however, that these victories were achieved over an enemy

, '- ,BFiTRI6fEB
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decidedly inferior in manpower and materiel. Since 1942, the Soviet

command applied successfully the German methods of tactics and strategy,

while Hitler began to conduct operations in accordance with the typically

Russian system of rigid command.

Most of these generals are still available today, although their

specific activity is not known. It may safely be assumed, however,

that they have used their wealth of combat experience to instruct a

wide circle of commanders and experts within the Soviet military leader-

ship and, in consequence, to influence the training, equipment, and

command of the Army and Air Force.

To the influence of these men can be ascribed today's general

assumption that one-third of the active divisions of the first wave

consist of armored forces; that, pursuant to repeated recent reports,

mechanization has been accorded high priority; and that the signal

equipment, which during the last war was still very ineffective, has

been brought up to date.

Air Force officers, too, have drawn the correct conclusions from

their combat experience. Moreover, the knowledge of Germ~ aircraft

experts has been extensively and ruthlessly exploited. Factories in

the USSR, in the satellite states and Eastern Germany produce a steady

flow of close-support and fighter planes which the Soviets lacked in

World War II and which had to be supplied by foreign countries. The

number of these planes is believed to be 20,000 at present. The radar

system is likewise in the process of being perfected.
I-I_
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The results of the experiments conducted at Peenemuende and the

use of numerous specialists have enabled the Soviets to make great

advances in the construction and production of rocket weapons. Clearly

realizing their importance in any future war, the leading military

agencies have so promoted the making of long-range rocket missiles that

substantial quantities are probably available today. Continuous work

is being carried on to build launching sites at strategically important

locations.

It is generally known that the SoViets are straining every effort

to produce atomic bombs.

The fact that the Navy has been detached from the joint supreme

command and is now headed by an agency of its own shows that in this

field, too, new procedures are being adopted. The main effort will

probably be centered on producing a large submarine force. This con-

sists at present of 300 submarines, including 100 big ones. But the

progressive spirit of the Russians has not been limited to these fields

alone.

The influence which Moscow has exercised upon Mao Tee Tung's campaign

against Chiang Kai-shek in China, on the partisan warfare in Greece and,

more recently, upon the operations in Korea, indicate that the Soviet

strategic command has adopted the principle that the ultimate objective

of a successful operation and of a flexible leadership is the annihilation

of the ~nemy. That partisan warfare has played, in this connection, a

decisive role in the planning of the Soviet command was convtncdngly

'\"" RES'FRII:IED
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demonstrated during the 1941-45 campaigns and in the above-mentioned

theaters of operations.

Any military power which must consider the possibility of clashi~g

with the Soviets should take these lessons into full account, both in

its material preparations and in its training program.

Anyone who knows Russia cannot doubt that the Soviet political and

military leaders will do their utmost in striving to give their war

potential and armed forces the greatest possible striking power. A relent-

less ambition and the strength of an iron, single-minded will, are the

factors which help the regime to accompliSh its purpose.

b. Qualifications and Training of Field Commanders

There is a great need in the Soviet Army for higher echelon

commanders from battalion to division level for the estimated number of

approximately 175 peacetime divisions. It is not enough, nor does it

fulfill the needs of the service, if a few highly capable men stand out

above the average. And yet, that is precisely the situation within this

portion of the officer corps. Almost without exception these officers

came from the working class and rose from the lowest ranks. Generally,

they distinguished themselves by special heroic acts during the war and

thus reached a higher rank. Subsequently they had to acquire ,the

proficiency and skill needed in this rank, as otherwise they would have

fallen under the provision prescribing demotion to a rank befitting their

actual qualifications. On the average the individual higher echelon com-

Manders are very industrious and energetic.

Clearly recognizing the importance of this problem, the Soviet mil-

i tary command has always done everything possible to eliminate its great

RIi'~TIlIAIRt
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weakness. Officers of various ranks were, and still are, sent to schools

and maneuver grounds to attend theoretical and practical training courses

lasting several months. Members of a Western army will be surprised to

learn under what primitive conditions even the regimental commanders of the

Soviet Army have to live. In one case, for example, about a hundred

regimental commanders had been detailed for four months to a training

ground near the cit,y of Kazan where they all slept in one large tent with-

out any flooring. The beds were placed in two rows, head to head, with

little space between them. The rest of the furnishings consisted of camp-

stools, simple wooden tables, and a small square locker for each officer.

The classrooms were equally primi tive and simple. In the community and

work rooms numerous copies of foreign manuals and military publications

were lying about, all of which had annotations in Russ~~ Conversation

with students revealed that they had read this literature intensively.

The daily curriculum called for eight to ten hours of instruction beside

the hours spent in private study. This makes the remark of a Russian

higher-echelon commander, who was detailed to German army maneuvers,

easy to understand, when he said: "I cannot see how German officers can

spend many hours after supper in the officers' club, instead of working

toward the advancement of their education." It illustrates the mentality

of the Soviet officers. They consider the writing down of every subject

dealt with during the day as matter of course, in order to refer to it

later and to apply it in tactical situations, very often most dogmatically.

The experiences in World War II have undoubtedly helped to correct this

rigid approach. Just the same, it has probably not been possible as yet

~"
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to raise the general performance of higher-echelon commanders to such

a level that the supreme command can count on a well-integrated, inde-

pendently-thinking body of men capable of reaching and enforcing the

decisions demanded by any tactical situation. Much as it may have

tried to change this situation, the supreme command must in its plan-

ning take into consideration these factors even today.

In one field, however, the training of commanders has been for

quite some time remarkably successful; namely, in the issuance of orders.

~he lower the 'echelon the greater the need for precision; consequently,

it is necessary to issue orders which cover minute details. This has

led to a proficiency which amazes the observer. Orders several pages

long have often been dictated extemporaneously, containing all essentials.

Although, from a Western point of view, the form was incredibly rigid,

in this instance a virtue has been made out of necessity.

In order to complete the appraisal of the body of intermediate

commanders one should not pass over one very positive factor. This is

the unconditional loyalty to the state and the policy it represents, a

.thing which has been inculcated in the bulk of the people by the Soviet

-system and its propaganda machine. In the event of war, one must expect

that every Soviet commander will be ready to shed his own blood and will

have no scruples about throwing his troops into the fray. And this he will

do time and again if his superiors order him to do so. He will do his

best on such occasions, subject only to the limitations that have been

discussed above.
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The task of the enemy commander down to the smallest unit must be

to consider in every situation all possibilities for surprising the

Soviet commander and his troops, and then carry out his plan by applying

unusual methods which deviate from those the enemy would naturally expect.

This will often call for quick recognition and utilization of opportunities.

Therefore, commanders and troops must be trained to exploit the potential-

ities of any situation in which the Rus'sians might be caught off balance.

c. Company Grade and Noncommissioned Officers

The reason why company, platoon, and squad leaders, that

is to say, the lowest echelon commanders and noncommissioned officers

'have been grouped into one section is that, on the whole, they are of

about equal intelligence; that of the majority is about equal to that of

noncommissioned officers in a Western army. Exceptions are to be found

in the mechanized units, whose personnel comes from industrial areas

and cities. But only in a very few cases will these units have such a

large number of capable leaders as to deciSively raise the over-all level.

Only a limited number will be able to act independently in the thick of

battle and to exploit successfully unuSual combat situations. However,

real exceptions are the partisan leaders assigned to special missions

and the commanders, of troops operating in enemy rear areas. These men

have been selected and systematically trained for this type of warfare.

For the greatest number of men the training objectives will be

limited so as to enable company grade officers to carry out precisely

the defined orders, and to train and lead their units in battle accord-

ing to such orders. These men will, theref,ore, at all times act in
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agreement with the text and not the sense of their orders. This fact

contributes tb the inflexibility of the command down to the lowest

echen1on. As a result, a company grade officer would rather let him-

self and his troops be killed in a hopeless situation -- needlessly

spilling blood -- than to withdraw temporarily at the right time. A

contributing factor may be the fear of the commissar who supervises him,

as well as the propaganda which accuses the enemy of cruelties against

prisoners of war and of executing them. Such a tendency may be even

stronger if the individual concerned has personally witnessed such

reprisals against prisoners of war committed by his own country's forc~s.

(In World War II there have been well substantiated examples of German

prisoners being killed or maimed, and in the Korean campaign, of

wounded and shackeled prisoners of war being shot.)

Partly from conviction, partly under the compulsion of political

training, the company grade officers will be ready to attack without

regard to their personal safety if this is demanded of them. They will

repeat their attacks even after they have been repulsed several times.

They will hold out to the last during defensfve operations. They will

never question the purpose of an order or criticize it. They will not

hesitate to shoot down a subordinate if he does not do his utmost.

However, in cases where the men are not fanatics, their attitude,

especially when no commissar is watching them, may well change.

Those called upon to fight Soviet troops will usUally be much

impressed by the great mass of soldiers used. If, before an attack, a

battlefield appears )mpty, once the fighting starts it is suddenly filled

with multitudes of charging men. The whole front area becomes covered

k t ~s~
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with countless troops massed into groups. These herds are a characteristic

feature; lacking initiative, the soldiers are massed around their leaders.

These, in turn, hold their subordinates together under their constant

control. Platoons, -companLee, and even battalions fight in a far smaller

area than the respective units of Western armies do. New lessons should

be drawn from these expeJiilences.

Soviet troops must be met by the forward elements with strict fire

discipline. Sharpshooters and machine gunners must shoot down men they

recognize as commanders of sections, platoons, or larger units. Thus,

they deprive the units of their leaders. Concealed weapons must remain

unobserved during the initial attack, so as to be ready for firing in

case the attack is repeated. Renewed attacks must be expected even when,

by Western standards, high casualties make them appear senseless and

purposeless. Any lull between attacks should be utilized for immediate

regroupings and replenishment of ammunition and equipment. Surrendering

Soviet soldiers must be treated with the greatest suspicion, inasmuch

as in their raised hands they may hide grenades to be tossed at close

range. Even the wounded, or those appearing to be dead, may use a

weapon against the medica~ men that come to their aid.

In compliance with orders from above, a commander must leave his

unit when it is surrounded beyond any hope of relief. He must beat his

way through the enemy lines -- if possible, in :stolencivilian clothes

so as to be available for other missions, either as a partisan or in a

regular army unit. The German command was ignorant of this fact in the

beginning of the war. It thus happened that after the great battles of
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encirclement in western Russia and the Ukraine many thousands of

"harmless peasants" roamed the country without being apprehended. In

fact, some camps and headquarters issued these men passes, as "non-

combatants, n allowing them to return 'totheir "homes," in spite of

their typical Russian military haircut. These men became valuable

aides in the strong resistance movement that was organized in the autumn

of 1941 in the defense of Moscow and elsewhere. Similar errors should

be avoided in the future by issuing precise orders and timely instructions

to all agencies concerned.

4. Soviet Mili tau Training

a. Training of Officers

Already in the twenties, the value and necessity of

training the military commanders of all ranks was clearly recognized by

the Soviet command. The higher echelons studied with great diligence

the regulations and technical manuals of modern Western armies. And

they exploited every opportunity for gaining practical experience.

This endeavor was quite evident during all negotiations between the

Soviet representatives and the leading agencies of the Reichswehr

Ministry. They strove tenaciously for each individual appointment of

Russian officers to a German headquarters and the duration of such

assignment. There were constant requests for the latest German manuals.

Upon receipt, they were immediately mimeographed and translated into

Russian. The Soviet delegates were equally persistent in having members

of their armored units and air force participate in courses on military

theory and practice. conducted by the Reichswehr ~gencies

tJ
in Soviet
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The knowledge thus gained was co-ordinated and disseminated with

great di1~gence. An increasing number of schools and training courses

of every type were established for officers of all ranks. During the

first years the military results were negligible, because, in the first

place, there were too few instructors with adequate experience and, in

the second place, the caliber of officers to be trained was extremely

low. Neither the industriousness of the participants, the extensive

daily programs, nor the long duration of the courses, could change this

fact. Besides, the political indoctrination, demanded ~ the Party,

claimed a big share of the students' obsorptive powers. Preparatory or

supplementary unit training by division, regimental, or battalion com-

manders was possible in exceptional cases only, since men like

Tukhachevsky, Uborevich, and Jakir, mentioned in Paragraph 3a, could

operate only within their own command.

World War II has meanwhile produced a large number of experienced

instructors, as well as intermediate commanders with teaching ability.

They know from personal experience the importa.nce of having trained sub-

ordinates, and that even the best political training is no substitute

for thorough military skill. However, they must still take into account

the demands which the political authorities persist in making. Within

these set limitations they will do all they can to assure the preponder-

ance of purely military instruction. The schools and training courses

are generously provided with training equipment, ammunition for firing

practice, and training aids. In this respect the leading agencies

supported them extensively. One may therefo~e ~ssume that,
[~ ~ ~~\~ilf~} ~J~"-~~h
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r

extent this improvement has spread and what influence it has exerted on

the entire system of command cannot be ascertained.

Mili~~ry training was greatly aided by the establishment of the

cadet corps. There, boys are prepared from childhood for their future

vocation. But even 2n other schools the children's orientation in

military subjects and weapons is mandatory. This initial indoctrination

is further developed in various youths organizations. If, after finish-

ing school, the youths enter factories, both boys and girls are organized

into civilian defense organizations (Osoviakhim) where training with

arms is compulsory. Such Osoviakhim units were employed in the defense

of the Dnepr as early as 1928 during the maneuvers near Kiev. During

World War II, these units were first committed in the organized defense

of Moscow.

It is obvious that all these measures are intended to correct the

greatest weakness of the Soviet Army at its source, Dame1y, the extremely

Low educational level of the entire noncommissio:aed officer corps which

was still very apparent in World War II. It is now possible to determine

in far less time whether an individual who has received such preparatory

training has the aptitude for a specialized career. But, L~view of the

immense size of the Soviet Union, it is doubtful whether these measures

have had great success in spreading over the entire country, especially

among the rural population from which the bulk of military manpower is

drawn. However, considering the perseverance of the Soviet command and

cR'i:rAI~lQl
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the ruthlessness in carrying through its program, a rise of the

educational level of the entire officer corps can be expected from

year to year.

In appraising the future value of the Soviet officer corps, it

should be borne in mind that the Soviet command is even now deeply

interested in making the best use of the latest Western mannuals and

military literature. It must therefore be assumed that the newest

weapons and combat techniques of the West are known to the Soviet officer

corps and that its members are trained in the use of countermeasures.

b. Training of Troops

The young man who has been reared on propaganda and politics,

begins an entirely new chapter of his life when he is drafted. He finds

himself in a situation which is new to him and receives a kind of train-

ing which, although rigorous, constantly acquaints him with something
.

new and interesting. This training demands of him full proficiency in

handling his weapon and complete integration in his own troop unit that

virtually becomes his family.

The Soviet recruit exhibits an exceptionally keen interest in his

Dew weapon. Although he may often have difficulty in learning its

technical details, constant repetition will drum them into his head

until he is able to handle the weapon in a mechanical way. When firing

with live ammunition, he soon shows good progress, thanks to his excellent

eyesight and kinship with nature. Here he may be rewarded by becoming one

of the relatively great number of sharpshooters. His strong physique

enables him soon to master also the different methods of close combat.

ItESiRle'E~
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The technicians belonging to artillery, machine gun, antitank,

and chemical units are so thoroughly trained that they can perform

their duties automatically at any hour ·of the day or night. A very

important factor which contributes to such results is the harsh dis-

cipline that, for instance, prohibits all private conversation on duty,

to prevent distraction.

Very special care is devoted to the training of gunners. This was

evident not only during the maneuvers with live ammunition in the year

1928, but also on countless occasions in World War II. Such were the

following: A German division was opposed by the artillery units of the

Moscow Artillery School in the bend of the Yelnya River. The accuracy

of fire of the individual roving guns and of the battery units during

the repeated she11ings of the same target was remarkable. Near Blagovichi,

a division command post that was located in a sunken road was identified

by a Soviet battery. The battery covered this road with concentrated

fire roughly every fifteen minutesm from 1100 until about 1700 hours.

During the entire time the shells exploded almost exactly ten meters

above and approximately fifty meters beyond the target. This was an

extraordinary demonstration of gunnery. Such examples could be quoted

at will.

After completing their basic training, Soviet troop units are

usually sent for several months to training grounds. Married officers

and noncommissioned officers take even their families along. Here, the

main emphasis is placed on strenuous field exercises, which are carried

out under simulated combat conditions as reali~t\pa11y
r: t
t- r

possible, largely
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with live BilI1Ilunition.The success is clearly noticeable. Utilization

of terrain features, camouflage, rapid digging-in, reconnaissance, attack,

infiltration, close combat, tenacious defense, and the building of various

defense positions are exercises that are practiced constantly. On the

basis of lessons learned in World War II, combined arms operations are

now considered of major importance. Further details will be discussed in

the chapters dealing with the different branches of the service.

However, two particularly important points should be mentioned here.

The first is the training of the troops in effective camouflage against

enemy aircraft. The Soviet supreme military command is fully aware of

the air force's influence on the operations of ground forces. The con-

clusions it draws are characteristic of Russian operating procedure.

The infantry is trained to move in completely open formation across the

terrain off the roads. To an observer such an infantry bat~alion looks

like a long chain of individual fighters advancing toward the enemy on

the right and left of the roads and the so-called Rollbahnen. In thds

manner long distances are covered in very quick time. The various units

assemble at designated points. Road conditions in Poland and Russia

naturally favor these methods. The completely different conditions in

Western Europe will compel the Soviet Army to take recourse to other

expedients. Road-bound vehicles use other means of camouflage. For

example, When artillery pieces or other equipment are pulled qy three

teams of horses, ~e center team is covered with camouflage nets to

shield it against air reconnaissance. It creates the impression of long

~olumns of Panje carts. As planes approach, all movement freezes

M§TIUt;:lE-B-
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automatically. A Soviet maneuver area is conspicuous from afar because

it is continuously guarded Qy a large number of planes. Intensive combat

camouflage is not confined to vehicles and other military objects; it is

extended down the line to the last soldier, who knows how to quickly con-

cea1 himself and his foxhole from ground and air reconnaissance.

The second and no less important and characteristic point is the

training of all troops in chemical warfare. Gas-defense equipment of the

most modern type is allocated to all combat units. Gas sentries and

decontamination teams, which are equipped with highly efficient gas-

protective suits, are used. ~ the spreading of toxic chemical agents on

the ground and from the air exercises are carried out in such a realistic

manner that those who neglect to use protective measures risk impairment

of their health.

The most recent combat lessons with combined arms are used as the

basis for all troop exercises. The big maneuvers are ~sually very

instructive, because of the realistic, flexible, and sure manner in which

they are conducted, even though in most instances one side only is afforded

complete freedom of action. Thus, the troops receive intensive and thorough

training. During maneuvers they are required to undertake strenuous marches

and to perform feats of physical endurance.

Any opponent qf the Soviet Union should therefore be prepared to

encounter hardened troops who have been thorougPlJ:ytrained in the most

modern techniques of combat. Wherever the troops will not attain a high

standard as individual fighters, efforts will be made to compensate for

it by the mass commitment of men and materiel. In hand to hand combat;

the Soviet soldier is at least equal if not superior to his Western opponent.
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c. Special Observations

It was considered remarkable with what speed the Soviet

command imitated the German combat methods during the war. The chan-

neling of the lessons down the chain of command met naturally with dif-

ficulties ariSing from the Soviet soldier's characteristics, which have

been described in previous chapters. It should be realized, however,

that the Soviet command quickly grasps the superiority of certain combat

methods and endeavors to apply them.

To what extent the command experiences gathered from the powers

which participated in the war are now being utilized in the training

of the Soviet officer corps is not known. But it may be assumed that

such training is very thorough and that a large pool of well-trained

senior and junior commanders is available.

The rule providing that only enlisted men can qualify for training

at officer candidate and junior officer schools was discarded during

World War II. As a rule, young and qualified men are selected during

the pre-mi1i tary training given in the Komsomol units. During the war

they were sent to officer candidate schools after only six months of

service at the front. After twelve to eighteen months of service they

were able to become officers. Results of training during the war were

only fair. The men lacked a knowledge of everything beyond the mere

technique of combat command. Rarely did the performance of young

Russian offieers excell that of the German non-cams. And since such

officers were produced in large numbers, a company commander had often

four to five officers under him. A certain
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mediocre training was the fanaticism with which they fought and which

th~ communicated to the troops.

The quality of training given to the enlisted men varied too greatly

to be evaluated uniformly as good or bad. The units of the Far Eastern

Army, which liberated Moscow, were excellent. Best among them were the

so-called Siberians, descendants of exiles, hunters, lumbermen and fish-

ermen. These men were not, however, convinced Communists. They loved

freedom and hated totalitarian force. Volunteer units formed from

Siberian prisoners of war fought on the German side for weeks; they were

greatly feared. Except for the pure Tartars, the so-called Turkish trloes,

such as the Kirghiz, the Buryats, etc., were the worst trained. By all

appearances they had not been train~d as individual fighters; they moved

in packs, firing inaccurately and too rapidly. Between these two extremes

was a mass of units whose quality of training was generally lower than
, '

that of their German opponents. There was a large number of highly intel-

ligent and courageous soldiers among the Tartars who attracted notice;

they were capable of acting independently.

The training of units suffered during the war on account of the

great lo~ses in 1941 and the lack of instructors. During movements on

the battlefield the Russian soldiers showed a constant tendency to bunch

up and revealed considerable awkwardness. The ski units had apparently

received especially good unit training. Their infiltration through

German positions in battalion strength indicated a high degree of dis-

cip1ine and excellent training.
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Most Soviet units were unable, however, to maintain the level of

their combat value once their commander was killed. They simply dis-

integrated in such a case.

Measured by,resu1ts, artillery training was good. However, its

ability to react in unexpected situations was mediocre.

Especially poor was the training and combat value of the divisions

eommi, tted in 1942 in Central Russia. This was due to the fact that the

replacements they received were older, inadequately trained men. Obviously,

the only way the average Russian could be made into a good fighter was

through long and 'intensive training in strict adherence to standing

operating procedures.

5. Armament and Equipment

a. Armament
.-

The Soviet Armed Forces Command has always attempted to

supply its units with the best and most.recent weapons and the most

complete equipment. The size of the armed forces and the capacity of

the armament industry set certain limits to this endeavor. The Soviets

are therefore compelled to use the weapons and equipment on hand and

those manufactured during World War II. This a.ccounts for the absence

of standardization even today. Consequently, the units are equipped

with weapons delivered by former a.11ies and manufactured by Soviet

factories, plus those from the large captured German stock. It should

not be overlooked, moreover, that since 1945 the USSR has controlled the

modern "Skodall arms factories in Czechoslovakia a.ndalso the subterranean

factories in Hungary, and that deliveries are being constantly received

RE$IRIGJ~
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from these factories. To this is added the production of arms factories

in the eastern zone of Germany. A large part of the equipment may there-

fore be regarded as quite modern. It has only one weakness -- the lack '

of uniformity which creates very difficult logistical problems. Moreover,

it is doubtful whether the spare parts and stocks of ammunition for the

weapons of the former Allies will suffice for any length of time.

However, the Soviets are not satisfied with the present status of

technical achievements. This is evident from the expansion of the experi-

mental stations in Peenemuende and the mining of uranium which is being

pushed with all means. While the former serves the modernization of "V"

weapons, the latter is to make possible the utilization of the atom. This

trend in the ~oscow military leadership has distinguished it at all times.

In the twenties and early thirties it tried, for instance, not only to

procure information from the Reichswehr Ordnance Office about the latest

processes in the,manufacture of weapons and ammunition, but also to obtain

an inSight into the plans and production methods of the firms manufacturing

them. On the other hand, the Soviet representatives were extremely c10se-

mouthed about their own methods. How far Soviet deceptive measures went

is illustrated by the following example. As late as 1941, Soviet agencies

pressed for delivery of large numbers of 37-mm. antitank guns. During

the German campaign, which was launched a short time later, this weapon

was never used by the Russians. Instead, the Soviet Army employed 50-mm.

and 75-~ guns from the outset. Immediately upon their arrival from

Germany, the guns were scrapped, having merely been ordered to mislead

the Germans as to the type of tank that could be effectively employed
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against the Russians. This example, just as the similar deceptive

measures used in the Finnish campaign, should serve as a warning not

to regard the equipment employed at the present time ~ the North

Koreans in the Korean campaign as a criterion for the development of

the latest Soviet arms.

In addition to the further development of artillery and its obser-

vation methods, one has to reckon with progress in the advance of rocket

projectors and the extensive use of long-range "V" weapons. Here the

Soviet Army will base improvements on its favorable experience with the

originally very primitive rocket launchers (nStalin Organs"). The

launching sites for the V-weapons are ready. Tests are being conducted

from them. Whether these tests go so far as to fully utilize the range

of this weapon must be doubted, considering the mentality of the Russians.

With these technical means, with a qualitatively and numerically

strong armored force, and with an air force equipped with modern aircraft,

the Soviet Union can give its immediately available 175 active divisions

a st~iking force great enough to give cause for concern. The ground force

will undoubtedly be supported ~ daring operations of parachute troops

whose combat strength is being increased ~ additional manpower and

improved equipment. It must be assumed that in the event of a conflict

between the West and East, these parachute troops'will be assigned

decisive missions, particularly during the initial stage.

(1) Individual Weapons

It is characteristic of the weapons originated ~

the Soviets themselves that they will withstand rough handling and that
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they are made as simply as their purpose will allow. Nevertheless, or

perhaps because of this, the armament is good and adjusted to the intel-

ligence of the men handling them.

The infantry is equipped with great quantities of automatic rifles,

submachine guns, and excellent mortars, the smallest model of which is

the trench mortar that can be carried by one man and is as small as a

short infantry spade.

Partisan units will use small arms equipped with excellent silencers.

The current standard-type machine gun model is unknown. During the

war the Russian machine guns' rate of fire was definitely inferior to

that of the German models.

At the end of the war Russian tanks and anti tank weapons were equal
'1

to those of the Germans. In 1944 the production facilities were about

2-3,000 pieces per month. The Korean war will provide more recent

information.

The artillery has good guns and effective ammunition.

The so-called "Stalin Organs" ~ul tip1e rocket launcher~ were

frightening to soldiers unaccustcmed to them, although their effect was

essentially psychological. Their effect upon intrenched infantry troops

was disappointing. When firing phosphorus shells, this weapon had a

strong incendiary effect upon the wooden Russian houses. The character-

istic discharge noise and the low speed of the projectile made it

generally possible to take cover in due time. Up to 1945 the Russian
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rocket launchers were definitely far inferior to the German "Nebelwerfer"

type of rocket launcher.

b. Equipment

Also in this field the equipment delivered ~ the former

Allies and the captured stocks exercised a decisive influence. In an

over-all estimate, account should be taken of the fact that Soviet Russia,

even at the end of World War II, was still behind in the development of

the following items of equipment:

(1) Motor vehicles of all types,

(2) Signal equipment,

(3) Modern direction-finding instruments (radar, etc.), and

(4) Modern means of artillery observation (sound-ranging, etc.}.

These shortcomings have been recognized. During the postwar years

great efforts have been made to fill these gaps. Recent reports Lndi.cat.e

that a substantial improvement has been achieved.

It may therefore be assumed that the armored and motorized divisions

of the first wave, including their supply and supporting units, are

motorized. However, in view of what is generally known about the stocks

of motor vehicles available in the Soviet Union, it is doubtful whether

the infantry divisions, as well as all divisions of the succeeding waves,

are also fully equipped with motor vehicles. This deficiency limits their

utilization and reduces their combat value over extended supply lines.

On the basis pf available information, it may be assumed that, in

distribUting signal equipment within the Army, priority has been given

to armored units, in order to make their control in combat safer and more

RES1RI61E9
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elastic. If to this are added the requirements of the Air Force, the

planes of which are estimated to have increased to roughly 20,000, there

is reasonable doubt that sufficient quantities of signal communication

equipment could be produced to supply also other units adequately.

Because of the importance of such equipment and its value to the conduct

of operations it must be expected that in this sphere particularly the

Soviet conwand will not relax its efforts.

At the end of the war, equipment vii th radar instruments as a means

of defense against enemy air attacks was still inadequate. The Moscow

and Leningrad areas, as well as a number of industrial centers in the

Ukraine, in the Urals, and in southeast Russia have meanwhile been

equipped with such instruments. In view of the cardinal importance which

the Soviet Armed Forces Command attributes to a modern and effective air

defense, there is no doubt that in this respect everything is being done

to increase the equipment, especially since the power and strength of

the Western air forces are known. This Ilmodernpoint of view" of the

Soviets is shown by the fact that even in 1928 the city of Kiev with its

300,000 inhabitants was thoroughly organized against air attacks. During

a sham attack by 360 aircraft, all security measures were directed from

a subterranean, bombproof center. A few minutes after the alarm had

sounded, the streets, which had been packed with traffic, were completely

empty. Only abandoned streetcars were left on tilestreets. People and

vehicles had disappeared into cellars and courtyards. Only the police

~nd, in front of every house, the caretakers wearing their gas masks

were to be seen. Even the railway trains were moved out of the stations
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and into the open country. Following the attacks, the air defense center

sent out the fire fighting, repair, and decontamination teams. Dressed

in gasproof clothing, these motorized units arrived at the "scenes of

disaster" to clear them with modern equipment. All this happened as

early as 19281

There is reason to believe that the modern artillery observation

instruments captured from the Germans and the experts they have hired

have enabled the Soviets to equip their artillery with instruments as

efficient as those Germany had toward the end of the war. To what extent

the new instruments have been distributed is not known.

(2) Equipment in Detail

The personal equipment of the Soviet soldier is simplfi

and practical. Since his personal needs are modest, he carries little

with him, as a rule only a small field bag containing all his belongings,

including his reserve rations and often also his ammunition.

Summer and winter clothing differ. In summer the soldier wears a

linen blouse, breeches, shoes with wrap puttees or boots, and a rolled-

up overcoat. In winter he is issued two sets of flannel underwear, quilted

trousers and blouse, an overcoat, two head protectors, a lambskin fur

cap, two pairs of gloves, and felt boots. In Kaluga soldiers were wearing

face masks of Russian leather with a soft fur lining.

In winter the troops are well supplied with skis. A mess kit,

canteen, and shelter half complete the equipment.

Characteristic of the simplicity of the supply s.ystemare the
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rations. Vfuilethe lists in the offices of German supply rations con-

tained 300 different items, those in the USSR were limited to about

seventy. Their ration supply trains were small, the food was primitive

and, according to German taste, unpalatable. Even during the war rations

for officers, noncommissioned officers, and enlisted men differed in

quantity and quality according to rank.

How even the Soviet soldiers are affected by the food supply can

be seen in the fact that at times of short supplies, when rations were

drastically reduced at quiet fronts, desertions occurred because of

hunger. But, whenever the food supply improved at certain fronts,

greater activity could be expected in that sector.

During the war medical supplies were also limited in quantity and

were of primitive quality.

6. The Individual Arms

c. Artillery and Mortar Units

In Russia as in France, the artillery has always been

regarded as an elite branch. This viewpoint was also adopted by the

Communist regime. The result was that the artillery was amply equipped

with guns and assigned a better type of personnel than other arms.

Looking at it purely from the point of view of firing technique, the

performance of Soviet artillery at the beginning of World War II was

high, if one disregards the fixed pattern used in the choice of targets.

Thus, especially in the case of stationary fronts, sudden concentrations

of fire covered the identical areas time and again. This rigidity went

so far that roads could be used without fear as soon as it had become
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known that the frequent shell bursts regularly landed a few hundred

yards off the road in question. The horses belonging to German bat-

teries grazed undisturbed in narrow valleys while shells burst on the

hillsides. Once the German batteries under fire moved their positions

by a few hundred yards they usually remained undisturbed. From this

the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) before 1942, Soviet artil-

1ery lacked adequate sound-ranging equipment; (2) observation by artillery

reconnaissance aviation was often inadequate. Similarly, at the begin-

ning of the war there was a lack of co-ordination between artillery and

infantry.

During Soviet attack preparations, heavy preparatory fire was

generally concentrated on the enemy's forward lines or positions. This

preparatory fire was then shifted to the German artillery positions or

other rear areas without simultaneous attacks by the infantry. The

Germans on the defensive had usually enough time to leave their cover

and organize their defensive fire. This showed a lack of adequate signal

communication between the two decisive arms, the Russian infantry and

artillery.

A radical change in this respect took place during the lIar. The

value placed by the Soviet command on the artillery as such is indicated

by the fact that as early as in autumn 1942 the bulk of the heavy losses

in guns suffered in 1941 had been replaced. Further proof was the

drastic change that occurred in 1943 was the ability to form artillery

main efforts which, in 1941-42, had succeeded only incompletely. Reeog-

nizing that entirely new methods were needed, the Soviets activated, .in

addition to the regular artillery units, so-called:artii1en cor:P~} ..c
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These corps consisted exclusively of artillery and were composed of

about three artillery regiments of light and medium caliber. Each

artillery corps had one observation battalion and was supposed to

have also its organic artillery observation squadron. It was impos-

sible to achieve the latter during the war, probably due to a lack of

trained personnel.

Since these units were permanent organizations and were trained

and employed as integral units, their markmanship was good and they

displayed good firing discipline. In the course of time the number

of artillery corps became so great that there were enough of them for

any concentrated artillery effort that was planned. The dangers that

attend the splitting-up of a unit in emergencies were practically non-

existent. The ability of the Soviet artillery commanders to conceal

the concentration of even the strongest artillery forces at such points

of main effort was amazing. Their tactics were reminiscent of German

methods in the Lmmen se battles of materiel of World War I. They fre-

quently succeeded in completely surprising the German command.

The most common calibers of Soviet artillery were the 122- and

150-mm. guns with recoil brakes. In addition, 210-mm. guns and long

cannons of 150- to 180-mm. caliber were used. .The division artillery

was horse-drawn, all other artillery units were motorized. For this

purpose a very good tractor was used, which later served as a model for

the German so-called Ostland tractor.

Incorporated in the artillery corps during the war were also rocket

launcher units which, as far as is known, had six to nine batteries. As
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a rule, heavy mortar battalions, which were well liked and successfully

used by the Soviets, were also attached to the artillery corps.

~~ong the signal equipment there was a good radio using short waves

and combining sender and receiver. Radio discipline was not too rigid,

therefore German signal intelligence could intercept messages successfully.

Artillery target reconnaissance by air, sound, and flash ranging was,

after 1942, unexpectedly complemented by intercepting messages from port-

able radio sets used by German observation posts. Although the German

Signal Inspectorate contested this possibility, the facts proved the
,

contrary to be true. As soon as German observers used their radios,

their posts came under accurate fire.

The high regard accorded to the artillery can also be seen in the

fact that among the existing marshals~ at least one was designated "Marshal

of the Artil1ery.n It is no exaggeration to say that, toward the end of

the war, the German artillery -- which unfortunately had been neglected --

was inferior to its Russian counterpart in quantity as well as in Leadar--

ship. In order to gain a clear picture, one need only compare the great

number of Soviet artillery corps intended for strategic purposes with the

single artillery division activated by the Germans. The numerous German

Volks artillery corps organized in 1944 - 45 served primarily as reinforce-

ments for Volksturm divisions which had only weak artillery and were not

intended for strategic artillery employmen~.

The above clearly demonstrates that, in a clash with the Soviets,

one must count on a numerically large, well-equipped, and efficiently

organized artillery. Not only will improved V-weapons retain their
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importance, but wartime weaknesses in signal communications, in obser-

vation, and in co-operation with the air force, will have been eliminated,

as far as this is quantitatively possible. Of decisive importance is

the fact that even during the war Russia was able to organize major

organic artillery units which, together with armored units and the air

force, provided the Soviet command with extraordinary striking power at

decisive points of the front. By the use of these units the Soviets

gathered practical experience which, when evaluated, will undoubtedly

lead to further progress.

d. Engineers

Nature endows the Russian with a special talent for

engineer service. Therefore he quickly understands any instructions he

is given and carries them out efficiently, availing himself of all possible

expedients.

The Soviet engineer manuals are simple and clear, although the text

goes into great detail and is inclined to be pedantic.

The engineer equipment is sound and efficient and measures up to

requirements. Emergency construction material is widely used in bridge

building. In mine-laying, the Russians make extensive use of primitive

but effective wooden box mines, which have the advantage of reacting

only rarely or not at all to mine detectors.

In both world wars it was often surprising to notice in how short

a time efficient positions organized in great depth had been built. This

was true not merely in the dry season. By using entirely different methods
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from those used by the Germans, the Russians overcame unimaginable

difficulties during the muddy periods of autumn and the thaws of spring.

When the Russians constructed field fortifications, they took these

difficulties into account from the outset, having become familiar with

them through years of experience. While German supply columns bogged

down in the miry'roads, their heavy vehicles causing the collapse of

the extensive laboriously-built corduroy roads, the Russians moved their

urgently needed supplies up to the front, using veri light so-called

Panje wagons. Their methods of improving and strengthening roadbeds

were based on century-old experience. Whereas the Germans, in building

their winter positions, stood before the almost insoluble problem of

penetrating into the ground frozen several meters deep, the Russians

dug down only"a little way, utilizing the snow and ice for their con-

structions. Here, too, nature has been their teacher for centuries.

During the Soviet withdrawals in 1941 and during the German with-

drawals after 1943, the speed, with which large numbers of Russian troops

crossed wide rivers and repaired railroads, was 8, source of constant

surprise. While large German units had only one or two effective

bridges available, a fact which of course resulted in congestion at the

bridge sites and long detours for distant troops units, the Soviet

divisions appeared with surprising speed on a broad front, leaving the

German command hardly any time to organize a cohesive resistance. Perhaps

the following example will illustrate this to a certain degree.

During the large combined-arms maneuvers in 1928 near Kiev, a Soviet

corps attacking from the west was ordered ,to force a crossing over the
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400-yard wide Dnepr south of the city. On an evening early in September

the enemy on the western bank had been pushed back sufficientiy to

begin the bridge construction. Ground for building the bridge was first

broken on the eastern bank at about 2100 hours. Three engineer bat-

talions were assigned to the work. During construction of each section

of the bridge the commander of the responsible battalion was personally

in charge. Through a megaphone he directed the bridge sections to be

floated into place, the placing of the siderai1s, the planking, and the

fastening together of the sections. The various battalions relieved

each other smoothly and without loss of time. Although repeated air

attacks occurred and bridge sections that had been hit by bombs had to

be removed and replaced, the first division of the corps began to cross

the bridge at 0100, four hours after construction had commenced. Taking

into consideration the fact that the most up-to-date means for bridge

building, which came into use only during World War II, were not used

during this operation, it was an excellent achievement.

Just as remarkable was the work done in World War II in the field

of mine laying. Long and broad mine fields were created literally over

night.

The Russians are past masters in the art of camouflaging their

engineer operations against ground and air reconnaissance.

During river crossings and bridge building vast smoke screens were

laid over wide areas. In especially important cases even the smoke

generators were camouflaged by smoke. Reports from the Korean campaign
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tell of partially submerged bridges -- an example of the skilful con-

cealment methods cleverly employed even today.

Western military planners should realize these facts, lest they

be faced with unpleasant disappointments in the appraisal of situations

and calculation of time. Two features are characteristic in this con-

,nection, namely the Soviet command's ability to overcome even the

greatest weather and terrain difficulties, and its surpriSing skill

in exploiting every expedient to master the most difficult situation.

7. The Soviet Air Force

a. The author had personal experience of the Soviet air force,

antiaircraft organizations, and their operating procedures only from the

beginning of the Russian campaign until the end of November 1941. The

impressions made on him at that time are the following:

(1) In spite of remarkable air strength, the Soviet fliers
c-

exerted no effect upon German air and ground operations until well into

September 1941. The reason was that the bulk of the Soviet air force

was massed close together on noncamouflaged air fields near the border

without SUfficient aircraft prot~ction. Thus they fell victim to the

first German attacks. Bomber units attacked without fighter escort, and

were easily downed by German fighters. As other reasons one may cite

'the technical inadequacy of the aircraft; poor training of the crews in

tactics and flying; the ground and staff organizations were far below

prevailing German standards.

Beginning in October 1941, larger numbers of armored close-support

planes carried out low-level attacks. Although their material effect was

insignificant, they achieved a certain moral
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(2) The crews of the German II Air Force reported enemy

antiaircraft effective only during their raids on Moscow.

(3) There were no reports of Russian parachute and air

landing operations. The first parachute drops were observed in Sep-

tember 1941 in the area between the Orsha and Smolensk -- apparently to

supply partisans or to land agents.

b. From conversations with comrades-in-arms, the author

knows that even during the further course of the campaign the Soviet

air force did not present any greater danger.

To aSSume that this situation will also prevail ~n the future

would be a self-deception. The US Occupation troops in Germany will

know considerably more than the author about the measures taken by

the Russians in the fields of air attack and defense. The author's

ideas about these problems may be expressed in general as follows:

(1) World War II was for the Soviet commaqd a practical

course of instruction which it certainly applied in the organizational,

technical, and tactical fields. It may be assumed that the RuSSians

"copiedfl everything that is essentiaL

(~) Captured German material, German desd.gns and

manufacturing data, German fliers and engineers have certainly con-

tributed to the creation of an air force that is technically efficient

and tactically effective.

(3) The present standard of formation flying, as far as

the author knows, shows that already there has been a great deal of

improvement. There is no longer any reason to believe that the Russians
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are bound to the ground and unequal to complex technical tasks. A
.:,

nation of 200 million has gone through a phenomenal industrial evolution

and has within one generation acquired the knowledge it lacked. Russian

city youths have been exposed to the technological trend of the age and

will develop from year to year into more capable combat pilots. German

strategic and tactical principles, enla.rgedby the addition of Western

Allied methods of strategic air warfare, will serve as a basis for all

planning and action. The following consequences are obvious:

(a) The air force command will concentrate its main effort

on strategic air warfare.

(b) Airborne operations on an unprecedented scale can be

antiCipated.

(c) Land and naval operations will be carried out only

under +he protection_ of strong close-support and naval aircraft. And

concentrated enemy air attacks can be expected to be opposed by very

substantial righter and antiaircraft defenses.

(d) And, no matter to what extent the Korean campaign

has revealed the Russian arsenal and the Russian strategic and tactical

doctrines, it must be feared that nonetheless the Russians have managed

to conceal their most recent secrets.

It is therefore wise to expect that the Soviet Air Force is making

the greatest concerted effort toward introducing the latest technical

achievements and perfecting the study of strategic and tactical combat

principles. Only thus can the shock of an unpleasant surprise be avoided.

Is/ Kesselring
Generalfeldmarschall
of the former German Wehrmacht
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S. Co-operation between the Various Arms and Services

a. Within the Army

The Soviet Army recognized long ago the necessity for co-

operation between all arms and services. All efforts were directed to

raise it to a level comparable to that observed by Soviet military

attaches at the exercises and maneuvers of Western armies. The mediocrity,

especially that of the lower-echelon commanders, had set definite limits

to these efforts. Constant drilling, used successfully in the teaching

of other subjects, proved a failure in this respect. The rigidity which

characterized the command here, too, was a liability. Early in the war

the lack of co-operation was amazing, especially between the infantry

and the artillery. During Soviet attacks i"i., happened frequently that

the infantry lunged ahead without the artillery being ready for action.

When, in the course of the attack, the artillery did intervene, it seemed

as if it followed superior orders directing its fire on targets which

were absolutely unrelated to those of the Lnf'ant.ry attacks. Frequently

the activity of the artillery was restricted to planlessly covering the

rear areas with fire.

Vllienthe artillery carried out a systematic preparation the defender'S

forward positions were frequently covered with effective fire for several

hours. However, -instead of gradually advancing the fire in co-ordination

with the advance of the infantry, or of systematically screening the

flanks of the attacking forces, the range was immediately increased ~

one to ,several miles. There it was distributed to cover presumed arti1-

lery positions, road intersections, villages, and command posts. It was

only on very rare occasions, particularly during the first years of war,
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that the infantry launched its att~cks simultaneously with the lifting

of the artillery fire. This shows that the infantry was incapable of

exploiting artillery preparation and of following up the artillery fire.

As a result the defense forces were able to bring up the reserves that

had been kept under cover, and this frequently led to the collapse of

the attack. To shift back the artillery fire for renewed support took

extremely long and was successful only on very rare occasions. The rule

was to carry out new infantry attacks after a short pause and without

artillery preparation. In most cases, these attacks failed. The mis-

givings which local commanders felt about having to report failure, may

often have been the motive for such measures.

No instance is known of the attacking infantry being supported by

rolling artillery barrages. With actual combat experience certain units

improved considerably. But the afore-mentioned deficiencies of the

Soviet officers corps prevented better co-operation between the infantry

and artillery as it existed in the German Army ,

The co-operation between the infantry and the armored corps was

better from the very beginning. The infantrymen either mounted the

tanks or followed them at double time in order not to lose contact. But

in such instances the men formed groups, clustering around their respective

leaders in the way which has already been described. But here also the

collaboration between the two arms would suffer a severe jolt when the

projected attack failed to materialize as planned, when the tanks met

with unexpected obstacles or flanking fire, and were thus compelled to

change direction. In most cases the infantry units which followed behind
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the tanks became confused and hel~less. Once the situation had changed,

they hardly ever re-established contact with their tanks.

This again provides a lesson for any potential opponent of the

Soviet Union. The tactical commanders must try to separate the Russian

infantrymen from their tanks, whether they are mounted on or following

behind the tanks. If this succeeds and if, in addition, it is possible

to shoot down the commander of the infantry groups following the tanks,

it will not be too difficult to bring the entire tank attack to an early

collapse.

In respect to defense the conclusions are similar. Most of the

time there was no close contact between infantry and artillery. This

may have been due primarily to a lack of signal communications, which

prevented speedy relaying of information to the artillery and rapid

artillery concentration against threatened points of the defense front.

Slowness in reacting and a tendency to reduce everything to a rigid

pattern were significant for such situations. It may be assumed that

postwar military equipment and intensive training have corrected this

deficiency which, however, will undoubtedly continue to exist to a

certain extent.

b. Between the Army and the Air Force

Vmereas during the war some progress has been made toward

teamwork within the Army, no such improvement has been observed between

the Army and the Air Force. Real teamwork to the degree customary in

all Western armies did not exist, neither at the beginning nor by the
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end of the war. It may be that the unusually heavy losses suffered by

the Soviet Air Force in the very first days of the campaign had much

~o do with this. It is certain that many fully-trained fliers were

either killed or captured at that time. Another reason may be found in

the inadequacy of signal equipment, which prevented a normal exchange of

communications. Another explanation might be that the Soviet ground

force commanders were unable to grasp the situation mentally. In any

event, such were the facts. It is noteworthy that no changes occurred

even after the delivery of aircraft and instruments qy the Western Allies.

It may be assumed, however, that the Soviet command, in the course of

creating a strong modern air force, has now also devoted special attention

to this problem. But, in view of the great variety of situations occur-

ring in modern warfare, what is needed for successful interservice team-

work, are men who are mentally very flexible. Whether there are enough

such men in the Soviet Army is rather doubtful.

9. Characteristic Soviet Combat Methods

Any study of Soviet conduct of operations and the weapons used

in these operations would be incomplete if it neglected to mention three

factors which the Soviet regime considers of paramount importance in all

military undertakings. These factors are: partisan warfare, employment of

spies and agents, and prop~ganda.

a. Parti san Combat

Tke employment of partisans in warfare may be,described as

a typically Communist measure. Its first indications were noted by the
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Gel"lIlanssoon after the Russian Revolution of 1917. Already during the

following year the Councils of Workers and Soldiers in the new German

Republic had a small manual on partisan fighting. Sent from Moscow,

*it was picked up by German authorities from the Spartakists. In

accordanoe with the rules in this manual, the Spartakists fought the

Reichswehr in the vicinity of Berlin, in Saxony, Thuringia, and in the

Ruhr. Fanatics introduced into this internal German conflict a variety

of methods which were contrary to the laws of warfare and the internationaJ

agreements hitherto in force. These methods which defied law and morals,

were expanded during the Spanish Civil War and again amplified in World

War II, with the result that the German command occasionally had to face

extraordinary difficulties. Supported by the regular army command and

directed by radio, the partisan units dominated wide areas. When nec-

essary, the Air Force supplied them with leaders, equipment, arms, and

rations. No railroad line was safe, and German vehicles could move in

convoy only, even on main highways. Demolitions, mine obstacles, and

raids interfered with regular communications between the front and

supply centers. During decisive battles, Soviet attacking forces in

front and the full-strength partisan units in the rear operated hand in

hand.

The Soviets demanded for the partisan fighters the status of legal

defense forces, although, according to international agreements, the

prerequisites were not, or at least not fully, present. Moreover, the

* The Spartakist Pa1ty wa~ founded in Germany in 1917. It was suppressed
and its place was taken by the German Communist Party.
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USSR did not recognize most of these international agreements, nor

will it do so in the future. The members of Communist parties in all

countries even in peacetime provide a cadre of fanatics, man and women

who will serve the Soviet Union unconditionally ,at the outbreak of

hostilities, and who can be used b.Y the Soviet Union in furtherance

of its plan of operations.

Apart from the countless difficulties with which the armed forces

concerned must cope, these partisan units exercise a two-fold influence

-- the spreading of terror b.Y their unrestrained cruelties, and the

paralyzing of the collaboration of the law-abiding population. The

fighting in Korea has clearly demonstrated, that in any clash with the

Soviet Union and its satellites, the commitment of partisan units may

be considered as inevitable. Also in case of a conflict in Western

Europe, partisan warfare will be a factor that must be fully taken

into account. Among the youths of all Western European nations there

is a sufficient number of men available for this purpose. These men

will act in accordance with the directives which their leaders have

probably prepared. They will in the event of war be supported by Soviet

parachute and air landing troops at areas or places considered of

decisive importance in the strategic plans of the Soviet Union. They

will demolish main communication lines and, through terror, try to usurp

power in the cities and pr-Iricf.pa.l,industrial centers. In view of the

fanaticism of the partisans it is doubtful whether even the 30,000

policemen and 10,000 border guards of West Germany, together with

the French and Belgian mi1iti~ can successfully cope with this most
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To contend with it, the most thorough peacetime preparations are
•

needed, since the defense of the West depends on the availability of

every single frontline soldier in the combat against the Soviet armed

forces.

It appears absolutely essential to establish efficient police forees

supplied with modern vehicles, railway guards for the protection of all

bridges and tunnels, and fully reliable factory guards to protect all

important plants and reserve food stocks. So as to function successfully,

these forces must be in contact with each other qy a net of up-to-date

communications, including a radio network.

The over-all value of these measures stands or falls with the proper

selection of the members of these protective organizations. They must

be willing to fight to the last, in spite of any methods the partisans

might use against them.

What means the Soviet regime uses to glorify partisan warfare is

shown by the monuments erected in memory of young partisans and the

medals awarded, even to children of twelve and sixteen years, for out-

standing partisan action. Nothing proves so convfncdng.Iy the totalitarian

extent of war as the growth of partisan activity. No subject calls for

a more drastic departure from old ways of thinking than the defense

against the Soviet partisans.

b. Spies and Agents

In the field of espionage the Russians excelled even under

the Tsars. Their innate Slavic slyness predestines them for such activity.

In World War I, espionage schools followed close behind the front lines;
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all individuals who seemed to have the makings for spies and agents were

sent there. The majority of them were refugees from enemy-occupied ter-

ritories. With the aid of relief maps they were instructed about the

front lines or sentries guarding fixed positions, whereupon they were

assigned their missions and spirited through the enemylines. It was
, ,

in keeping with their national characteristic that, the Russians had no

qualms about risking large numbers of men. They had no scruples about'

sac:dfieing eotmt.Less unfortunates so gullible as to believe that in

this manner they could return to their homes. If only one or two of

these "indiViduals produced the desired information the chief of the spy

sei-viee.Yr~it that his purpose has been achieved •

.The Scope of" such work was considerably expanded in World War II.

The agents and spies were not only aesd gned individual missionS, but

were instrueted to wormthemselves into the confidence of the eriemyand

to wait for the specified opportunities. Such agents lived for months

within Germanheadquarters and were regarded as absolutely reliable
*"Hiwis."

The following are few examples of the many similar ones known:

During a critical phase in combat, the division commanderdisappeared

suddenly. "It is evident," a report stated, "that his trusted driver

turned him over to the partisans," who then flew him into Soviet custody.

On another occasion, in a. headq~arlers, at a decisive moment, all com-

manders fell suddenly ill and had to be hospi tali zed. The divi sion cook

* 'Abbreviation of "Hi1fsfreiwi1lige, II Eastern civilian volunteers,
employed by Germanmilitary uni ts. Toward the end of the war many
served in uniform as regular auxiliaries.
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was, a Soviet agent who, for a long time, had carefully planned to cause

these casualties.

Thousands of secret documents and situation maps were stolen, copied,

or photographed by agents. This resulted in surprise fires from Russian

artillery or devastating bombings during critical situations which caused

heavy losses. These facts demonstrate the danger of integrating any

member of a foreign power into one Is ovai'mi1ltacy organ1za:tions'jeven
.' .' .. _".

where all indications point to the urtqualified loyalty (If the individual.

But these facts prove also th~ lack of scruples ;a.q4 the ct~f~iness of

the Soviet leaders, who believe that the means chosen will' serve their

interest.

It goes without saying that already a Sovie't net of agents exists

and operates in the west European countries. Its countless agents an?

go-betweens supply the interested Soviet agencies with all the'informa:...

tion needed to conduct the "cold war." At the outbreak of ho.stilities

these agents will utilize the most modern means, espeCially in communi-

cations, in order to inform the Soviet command about the activities of

the Western nations and to relay instructions to partisan units. Among

these agen~s will also be persons who for years have been regarded as

trustworthy. They will have gained this conFidence so as to exploit it

for a decisive blow at the right moment.

It will take a carefully built-up intelligence organization, staffed

with men of long and varied experience, to foil the Russians successfully.
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c• Propaganda

As early as 1917 the Kerensky government attempted by means

of propaganda to establish direct contact with German troops in their

trenches. After the Revolution the Communists increaSingly exploited

propaganda as a weapon, and during World War II they regarded it as of

cardinal importance. In the effort to influence troops and civilians

and to spread sedition, leaflets were dropped by planes, pamphlets

secretly distributed, radio broadcasts made, loudspeakers aed other

mediums used. The Soviets did not shrink from employing any means that

served their purpose, including the most brazen lies, of which the following

is an example:

On 1 September 1941, toward 0600, three Russian tanks penetrated

under cover of the morning mist a front-line gap at the Yelnya bend,

coming close to tL '1erman division command post. The tanks and the

infantrymen mounted on them were immediately shot down and destroyed,

either on the spot or as they withdrew. At 0830 the astonished Germans

in the trenches heard a Russian loudspeaker announce: "Soldiers of the

lOth Division, surrender! At 0600 General Y., your command, fell into

our hands at his command post and is now our prisoner!" This attempt

at deception was, however, quickly exposed by a few telephone conversations

wi th the forward command posts and by the general's visit to the troops.

Two days later the Soviet communique reported not only the capture of

the general but also the complete annihilation of his division. This

is a minor, but a chara.cteristic example of the methods the Russians use.
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The creation of the "Free Germany Committee," and the spotlighting

of well-known German generals in newspapers and on the radio" are additional

examples. Cleverly exploited, these methods were to some extent success-

ful after the collapse of the German Stalin grad army.

The effect of enemy propaganda on the troops is a very serious

factor, especially at a critical period during a campaign -- and such

crises should always be expected, in view of the Soviet Army's enormous

power. The civilians of an area through which an army passes, even if

such an army is temporg_rily withdrawing, are also highly susceptible to

the effect of propaganda. Consistent with their mentality, the Soviets

will ruthlessly and unscrupulously exploit any calamity. They will

strain every effort to create unrest and confusion and undermine all

confidence in the official government and the protecting armed forces.

Moreover, they will exaggerate any victories they may have won to an

enormous extent. By systematic preparations the friendly military leaders

must undermine these efforts as much as possible. One important means

to accomplish this is by instructing each and every soldier in the

methods to be expected in the way of enemy propaganda.

10. Chemical Warfare

In contrast to World War I, chemical agents were not used

during World War II.

It is known, however, that the Soviet High Command was

intensely interested in chemical warfare even in the mid-twenties. Their

questions about German chemical war materials played an important part
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in all negotiations held in the Reichswehr Ministry. The Soviets inter-

preted the repeated assurances that no chemical munition, except the

"Blue Cross" (sternutators), I1GreenCross" (lung irritants), and "Yellow

Cross' ~sicants), were known in Germany as a deliberate lie. It was

impossible to ascertain whether up to 1933 the Soviet Union had made

any new discoveries in chemical warfare.

At that time the Soviets directed their efforts toward indUCing

the Reichswehr agencies to carryon joint experiments in the spraying

of large amounts of gas from planes. The chemical tanks with spray

nozzles, which the Russians displayed, were far too primitive to be

really sucoessful. Up to 1933 no new practical methods had been dis-

covered in this field. There was no gas sprayed from planes in World

War II.

In view of the extraordinary interest which the Soviets have always

manifested for this kind of warfare, it may be assumed that research

has continued in this field, and that the Soviets have- in mind the

possibili~ of employing their greatly expanded air force for chemical

warfare from the air.

In addition to their interest in chemical agents, the Soviet

chemists have also been engaged in research of bacteriological warfare~

Here, too, means have been sought to infect the opposing armies and

populations with epidemics through release of bacteria from planes. ALl

the tests carried out qy the Soviets at that time failed, and this was

mainly due to the fact that the bacteria, after reaching the ground, did
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not find a proper culture-medium. In view of the fact that in any fight

for life and death the Soviets will use any means to achieve victory, it

is the duty of a potential opponent to be prepared for such contingencies.

Lsignei! /sl c. Gallenkamp
General of the Artillery

(ret)
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